
Geometrial Objets on SubbundlesMarela Popesu and Paul Popesu
AbstratThe redutions to a vetor subbundle of a pull bak vetor bundle are studied.They are related to the Finsler splittings (de�ned earlier by one of the authors)and to geometrial objets, de�ned here.Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 57R22, 53C99Key words: vetor bundles, geometrial objets1 Redutions of vetor bundlesLet � = (E; �;M) be a vetor bundle (denoted in the sequel v.b.), with the �breF �= IRn, G � GLn(IR) a Lie subgroup and �0 = (E0; �0;M) be a vetor subbundle(denoted in the sequel v.sb.), with the �bre F 0 �= IRk � IRn. Let us denote as L(�) =(L(E); p;M) the prinipal bundles (p.b.s) of the frames of the v.b. � and the induedp.b. L�0(�) = �0�L(�) = (�0�L(E) = LE0(E); p1; E0), whih is also the p.b.s of theframes of the v.b. �0(�) = �0�� = (�0�(E) = E0(E); �1; E0).De�nition 1.1 If the p.b. L(�)G is a redution of the group GLn(IR) of L(�) to G,then there is a loal trivial bundle �G, assoiated with the p.b. L(�)G, de�ned by theleft ation of G on F (it is used the left ation of GLn(IR) on F restrited to G). Wesay that the bundle �G is the G-redued bundle of �: If H is a subgroup of G and thereis a redution of the group G of L(�)G to H , in an analogous way we say that �H isa H-redued bundle of �G.Notie that a redution of the group G of L(�)G to H is also a redution of thegroup GLn(IR) of L(�) to H .Example 1.1 Consider the subgroup of the automorphisms whih invariate the ve-tor subspae F 0 �= IRk of IRn:G0=�� A C0 B � ;A 2 GLk(IR); B 2 GLn�k(IR); C 2 Mk;n�k(IR)��GLn(IR):(1) The p.b. L(�)G0 always exists and it onsists of all the frames of L(�) whih extendframes on �0; we all in the sequel these frames as frames on �, adapted to �0. For thesame G0 as above, we an onsider the p.b. L�0(�)G0 , whih also onsists of frameson L�0(�) whih extend frames on �0(�0), alled as frames on �0(�), adapted to �0(�0).Balkan Journal of Geometry and Its Appliations, Vol.2, No.2, 1997, pp. 105-111Balkan Soiety of Geometers, Geometry Balkan Press



106 M.Popesu and P.PopesuExample 1.2 Let G0 be as above, F 00 �= IRn�k a vetor subspae of F , so thatF = F 0 � F 00 and H0 � G0 the subgroup of the elements whih invariate the vetorsubspaes F 0 and F 00:H0 = �� A 00 B � ; A 2 GLk(IR); B 2 GLn�k(IR)� :(2) The p.b. L(�)H0 always exists and it is a redution of the group G0 of L(�)G0to H0. It onsists of frames of L(�)G0 whih are adapted also to other subbundle�00 = (E00; �00;M) of �. It follows that at every point x 2 M we have the diret sumof vetor spaes Ex = E0x �E00x . Suh a redution is also alled a Whitney sum of thev.b.s �0 and �00 and it is denoted as �0 � �00. This is equivalent with a left splitting Sof the inlusion morphism i : �0 ! �, when �00 = kerS. In the ase of the p.b. L�0(�),a redution of the group G0 of L�0(�)G0 to H0 is equivalent to a left splitting S of theinlusion i0 = �0�i : �0��0 = �0(�0) ! �0�� = �0(�), as we have alled Finsler splitting(see. [4℄). In this ase �0(�) has an H0-redution as Whitney sum �0(�0)� kerS.It is well known that the redution of the strutural group G of a p.b. P to asubgroup H � G is equivalent to the existene of a global setion in a �bre bundleassoiated with P , whih have the �bre G=H , de�ned by the natural ation of G onG=H [1, pg.57, Propzition 5.6℄. A diret omputation leads to the following:Proposition 1.1 There is a anonial identi�ationG0=H0 �= Mk = �� 0 P0 In�k � ; P 2 Mk;n�k(IR)� ;(3)the lasses being at left, suh that the left ation � of the group G0 on Mk is theadjuntion, and� E G0 F ��� 0 P0 In�k � = � 0 (E � P +G) � F�10 In�k � :(4) Given the v.sb. �0, the G0-redutions of the group GLn(IR) of the v.b.s L(�) andthe p.b. L�0(�) are uniquely de�ned. It follows that onsidering the bundles with the�bres GLn(IR)=G0, assoiated with the p.b.s of frames L(�) and L�0(�), the setionsin these bundles, whih orrespond to the redutions of GLn(IR) to G0, are uniquelydeterminated by �0. In the ase of the Example 1.2, the H0-redutions of the groupG0 of the p.b.s L(�)G0 and L�0(�)G0 are equivalent with setions in the bundles F1and F2 whih are assoiated with these p.b.s and have as �bres G0=H0.2 Redutions of the group Grm;nWe use in this setion some ideas from [2, Cap. IV, Set�iunea 7℄, but in a more generalsetting.Let � = (E; p;M) be a v.b., having the �bre F �= IRn, dimM = m and G �GLn(IR) a Lie subgroup. We suppose that the strutural group GLn(IR) of L(�) isreduible to G. Denote as G1m;n the subgroup of GL(m+ n; IR) whih onsists of the



Geometrial Objets on Subbundles 107matries of the form � Aij 00 Bab � ; �Aij� 2 GLm(IR); (Bab ) 2 G: Given r 2 IN�, ther-prolongation of the group G1n;m, denoted as Grn;m, is the set of the elements whihhave the form a = (Aij1 ; Aij1j2 ; : : : ; Aij1j2���jr ; Bab ; Babj1 ; : : : ; Babj1���jr�1);(5)where the omponents are symmetri in the indies jk 2 1;m, and �Aij� 2 GLm(IR),(Bab ) 2 G and if we �x j1; j2; : : : jp, then Babj1���jp 2 g, where g is the Lie alge-bra of the Lie group G. The omposition law of two elements of the form (5) anbe done looking at the mponents as multi-linear maps. Thus, let a : (A;B) =((A1(�); A2(�; �); : : : ; Ar(�; : : : ; �), B0(�); ; B1(�; �); : : : ; Br(�; �; : : : ; �))), and b : (C;D) betwo elements in Grn;m. We denote ba : (A0; B0), where the expresion of this omposi-tion law, using oordinates, an be found in [2, pag. 70℄. Notie that if H � G is asubgroup, then Hrm;n � Grm;n is a subgroup.Consider the p.b. OG�r on the base E, with the group Grn;m, de�ned by thestrutural funtions'UU 0 (u) = (�xi0�xi (x); : : : ; �rxi0�xi1 � � � �xir (x); ga0a (x); : : : ; �r�1ga0a�xj1 � � ��xjr�1 (x));(6)where �(u) = x, and nga0a (x)o are strutural funtions of the vertial bundle V �,onstant on the �bres, de�ned on an open over of E of the form fU = ��1(V ); V �M; V openg. These strutural funtions proeed from some strutural funtion onM , so the de�nition is oherent and is equivalent to that used in [2℄. We shall use theondition in this form in order to onstrut some redutions. In the ase G = GLn(IR)we get the de�nitions used in [2℄.Let �0 be a v.sb. of the v.b. �. We denote OG�0(�)r = i�OG�r, where i : E0 ! Eis the inlusion. From now to the end of the setion we study the redutions of thegroup Gr0m;n of the p.b. OG0�0(�)r to the subgroup Hr0m;n, where G0 and H0 aregiven by the formulas (1) and (2). We onsider �rst the ase r = 1.Proposition 2.1 Let �0 be a v.sb. of the v.b. �. Then a Finsler splitting S of theinlusion i : �0 ! � indues a H0-redution of the v.b. �0(�) to a bundle �0(�0) � �,where � = kerS is isomorphi with �0(�00), �00 = �=�0, suh that the bundle �0(�0)� �is isomorphi to the bundle �0(�0 � �00). Conversely, every H0-redution of �0(�) as�0(�0)� � de�nes a Finsler splitting S of the inlusion i, suh that � = kerS.Proof. The seond statement follows from Example 1.2. In order to prove the �rststatement, it suÆes to prove that � is isomorphi with �0(�00). Considering loaloordinates, adapted to the v.b.s strutures: on M , E0, E00 and E, it an be shownthat � is isomorphi with �0(�00). The same reason shows that �0(�0)� � is isomorphiwith �0(�0)� �0(�00) �= �0(�0 � �00). Q.e.d.Theorem 2.1 Let �0 be a v.sb. of the v.b. � and r � 11) Every Finsler splitting of the inlusion i : �0 ! � de�nes a anonial redutionof the group Gr0m;n of OG0�0(�)r to Hr0m;n, the redued p.b. being OH0�0(�)r.2) Every redution of the group Gr0m;n of OG0�0(�)r to Hr0m;n is OH0�0(�)r andit is indued by a Finsler splitting, as above.



108 M.Popesu and P.PopesuProof. 1) Taking on E0(E) a vetorial atlas, whih has the strutural funtions fromH0, we obtain strutural funtions on the p.b. OG0�0(�)r, whih thake values inthe subgroup Hr0m;n. 2)Considering a redution as in hytothesis and some struturalfuntions on OH0�0(�)r, as in the de�nition, it follows some strutural funtions onthe p.b.s OH0�0(�)r0 , with 1 � t0 � r. Taking r0 = 1 and using the seond part andthe proof of Propsition 2.1, we obtain a Finsler splitting S. Q.e.d.3 Geometrial objetsLet � be a v.b., G � GLn(IR) a Lie subgroup and �0 a v.sb. of �.De�nition 3.1 A spae of geometrial G�objets of order r is a manifold � so thatthere is a left ation of the group Grn;m on �. Consider now the �bre bundle with the�bre �, assoiated with the p.b. OG�r, whih orrespond to this ation. A setion inthis bundle is a �eld of geometrial G�objets on the v.b. �.In an analogous way, we an onsider the �bre bundle with the �bre � , assoiatedwith the prinipal bundle OG�r A setion in this bundle is a �eld of geometrialG�objets on the v.b. �, restrited to the v.sb. �0.In the ase G = GLn(IR) we obtain the de�nitions used in [2℄ of a spae ofgeometrial objets of order r and of a �eld of geometrial objets on a v.b..Example 3.1 Take � = IRk, G0 given by the formula (1) and the left ation o� G0on � given by � A C0 B � v = Av: It is obvious that this ation indues a left ationof the group G10m;n on �. It follows a �eld of geometrial G0-objets of order 1 on thev.b. �, whih is in fat a setion in the v.b. �(�0) and a �eld of geometrial G0-objetsof order 1 on the v.b. �, restrited to the v.sb. �0, whih is in fat a setion in the v.b.�0(�0).The seond part of the example above, an be extended as follows:Proposition 3.1 Every �eld of geometrial objets of order r � 1 on the v.b. �0de�nes anonialy a �eld of geometrial G0-objets of order r on the v.b. �, restritedto the v.sb. �0.Example 3.2 A d-onnetion on the v.b. �0 indues a �eld of geometrial G0-objetsof order 2 on the v.b. �, restrited to the v.sb. �0:Notie that a �eld of geometrial G0-objets on the v.b. �, restrited to the v.sb.�0 is also suh H0-objets. So, the �elds of geometrial G0-objets from Proposition3.1 and from Example 3.2 are also H0-objets. A remarable example of a �eld ofgeometrial G0-objets of order k on the v.b. �, restrited to the v.sb. �0, is given bythe following diret onsequene of the result [1, pg.57, Propzition 5.6℄, already statedand used in the �rst setion:Proposition 3.2 Let G0 and H0 be given by (1) and (2), and �0 be a v.sb. of thev.b. �. Then every redution of the group Hr0m;n of the p.b. OG0�0(�)r to Hr0m;n isuniquely de�ned by a �eld of geometrial G0-objets on the v.b. �, restrited to thev.sb. �0, of order r.



Geometrial Objets on Subbundles 109Example 3.3 Every Finsler splitting S of the inlusion i : �0 ! � is de�ned by a�eld of geometrial G0-objets on the v.b. �, restrited to the v.sb. �0, of order 1.Aording he above Proposition 3.2, this G0-objet is a setion S0 in the bundle F0,whih is assoiated with the p.b. OG0�0(�)1 and de�ned by the left ation of G10m;non G0=H0 (in the form (3), determinated by the left ation of G0 on G0=H0 given byformula 4. This formula an be related to the hange rule of the loal omponents ofa Finsler splitting, whih give also the hange rule of the loal form of the setion S0.The ation (4) an be extended in the general ase, but this will be done else-where. An example of a �eld of geometrial H0-objets on the v.b. �, restrited tothe v.sb. �0, of order 2, is given by the following ation of H20m;n on F0 = IRd,where d = m3 + mk2 + m(n � k)2 + m2n + k2n + (n � k)2n. Writting F0 as(Lijl; L��i; Luvi; Cij�; Ciju; C�� ; C��u; Cuva; Cuvw), we de�ne the ation of H20m;n on F0, byan element �Aij ; Aijk ;� B�0� 00 Bu0u � ;� B�0�i 00 Bu0ui ��, asLi0j0l0 = �Ai0i Lijl �Ai0jl�Ajj0All0 ; L�0�0i0 = �A�0� L��i �A�0�i�B��0Aii0 ;Lu0v0i0 = �Bu0u Luvi �Bu0vi�Bvv0Aii0 ; Ci0j0�0 = Ai0i Ajj0B��0Cij� ;Ci0ju0 = Ai0i Ajj0Buu0Ciju; C�0�00 = B�0� B��0B0C�� ;C�0�0u0 = B�0� B��0Buu0C��u; Cu0v0�0 = Bu0u Bvv0B��0Cuv� ; Cu0v0w0 = Bu0u Bvv0Bww0Cuvw:It follows that there is a loal trivial bundle F1 with the �bre F1, assoiated withthe p.b. OH0�0(�)2.Let S be the Finsler splitting whih orrespomd to the redution of the group G0of OG0�0(�)1 to H0, aording to Theorem 2.1.De�nition 3.2 A restrited d-onnetion on � (related to the v.sb. �0 and the Finslersplitting S) is a setion in the above bundle F1.If follows that a restrited d-onnetion is uniquely determinated by the loalfuntions on E0(E) (Lijl; L��i; Luvi; Cij�; Ciju; C�� ; C��u; Cuv�; Cuvw)(7)whih have as variables (xi; y�). They are given on domains of loal maps on E0, whihbelong to a vetorial atlas on E0, whih proeed from one on E0. The oordinates onthe �bres hange following the rules y�0 = g�0� (xi)y�+g�0u (xi)yu , yu0 = gu0u (xi)yu:Theloal funtions (7) hange aording the rulesLi0j0l0 = �xi0�xi � �xj�xj0 �xl�xl0 Lijl + �2xi�xj0�xl0 � ; L�0�0i0 = g�0� �g��0 �xi�xi0 L��i + �g��0�xi0 � ;Lu0v0i0 = gu0u �gvv0 �xi�xi0 Luvi + �guv0�xi0 � ; Ci0j0�0 = �xj�xj0 �xi0�xi g��0Cij�Ci0j0u0 = �xj�xj0 �xi0�xi guu0Ciju; C�0�00 = g�0� g��0g0C�� ; Cu0v0w0 = gu0u gvv0gww0Cuvw :If we ompare the above formulas with those of a d-onnetion on the v.b. i�� [2,e. (7.5), pag. 72℄, we obtain:



110 M.Popesu and P.PopesuTheorem 3.1 Let �0 be a v.sb. of the v.b. �, N a non-linear onnetion on � and Sa Finsler splitting of the inlusion i : �0 ! �.1) Every linear d-onnetion on � de�nes anonialy a restrited d-onetion on �related to �0.2) Every restrited d-onnetion on � related to �0 de�nes anonialy a d-onetionon �0 and a linear Finsler �0-onnetion on �00 = �=�0.3) A d-onnetion on �0 and a linear Finsler �0-onnetion on �00 = �=�0, de�nesanonialy, using the Finsler splitting S, a restrited d-onetion on � related to �0.The proof of the theorem will be given elsewhere. For the de�nition of a linearFinsler �0-onnetion on a v.b. �00, over the same base, see [4℄.Aknowledgements. A version of this paper was presented at the First Confer-ene of Balkan Soiety of Geometers, Politehnia University of Buharest, September23-27, 1996.Referenes[1℄ S. Kobayashi, K. Nomizu Foundation of di�erential geometry, I, Wiley Inter-siene, NY, 1963.[2℄ R. Miron, M. Anastasiei Vetor bundles, Lagrange spaes. Appliation to Relativ-ity, (in Romanian), Editura Aademiei, Buure�sti, 1987; in English, Balkan Soietyof Geometers, Monographs and Textbooks, 1, Geometry Balkan Press, Buharest,Romania, 1997.[3℄ Marela Popesu, P. Popesu The struture equations of indued non-linear on-netions, The National Seminar on Finsler spaes, Brasov, 1996 (to appear inAnalele Univ. Timisoara).[4℄ Marela Popesu On Finsler bundles and Finsler onnetions, The 25th NationalConferene of Geometry and Topology, Iassy, 1995 (to appear in Analele Univ.Iassy). Department of Mathematis, University of Craiova11, Al.I.Cuza St., Craiova, 1100, Romaniae-mail paul�udjmath2.sfos.ro


